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Abstract- The use of rib roughness in numerous forms,
shapes and sizes is the utmost common and effective
way to increase the thermohydraulic performance of a
rectangular duct. Investigators reported various rib
roughness shapes in the literature for studying fluid
flow and heat transfer in rectangular duct. A number of
experimental and CFD studies carried out on rib
roughened rectangular duct for their performance
analysis were reported in the literature. This
comprehensive review of literature reveals that a lot of
work has been described on design of rectangular duct
by experimental approach. This review also reveals that
rare studies have been done on CFD analysis of
rectangular duct.
Index Terms- Ribs, Nusselt Number, Heat transfer,
Pressure Drop, CFD

I. INTRODUCTION
Applications of heat transfer enhancement concepts
can be found in gas turbine airfoils, solar air heaters,
electronic cooling, etc. A common technique to
enhance heat transfer is by installing turbulence
promotors (rib turbulators) on the smooth walls. The
rib turbulators generate secondary flows which
increase near-wall shear in the vicinity of the ribs and
these secondary flows also interact with channel side
walls to increase turbulent transport of energy from
relatively hotter walls by forming vortex or vortices.
One application of rib turbulators as heat transfer
enhancement technique is found in gas turbine
airfoils. The gas turbine airfoils are subjected to
elevated heat loads on both pressure and suction side
walls. Hence rib turbulators are installed on pressure
and suction side internal walls to increase heat
transfer in order to increase the heat transfer rates
between internal walls and coolant. Rib turbulators
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also result in increase in wetted surface area which
enhances the overall conductance. Several studies
have been carried out in the past on heat transfer
enhancement by various cooling designs, such as,
ribbed channel with bleed holes, ribbed channel with
grooves, rib dimpled compound channels, jet
impingement, jet impingement with effusion holes,
dimpled channel, jet impingement onto dimpled
target surface etc. The use of artificial roughness on a
surface is an effective technique to enhance heat
transfer coefficient also has good application in
design and development of efficient solar air heaters.
Many investigations have demonstrated the effects of
different rib configurations on heat transfer
coefficient between absorbers plate and air flowing in
solar air heaters, numerically and experimentally, in
order to improve the heat transfer capability of solar
air heater ducts. Heat transfer enhancement due to rib
turbulators is affected by several parameters such as
rib angle-of-attack, channel aspect ratio, rib pitch-toheight ratio, blockage ratio, and rib shape.
Investigations on these aspects of rib turbulator
design have been reported. In the past, researchers
have studied the flow characteristics of ribbed duct,
both, experimentally and numerically. Some studies
focused on the relative arrangement of ribs, e.g.
parallel, staggered, and criss-cross. Several
investigations have been carried out in the past on rib
turbulator as a method of enhancing heat transfer [111].
II. LITERATURE REVIEW ON RIB
TURBULATORS FOR HEAT TRANSFER
ENHANCEMENT
Many investigations [12–21] have demonstrated the
effects of different rib configurations on heat transfer
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coefficient between absorbers plate and air flowing in
solar air heaters, numerically and experimentally, in
order to improve the heat transfer capability of solar
air heater ducts. Fig. 1 Shows the classification of
enhancement methods.

Fig 3 Transverse wire rib roughness

Fig 4 Expanded metal mesh roughness

Fig 1 classification of enhancement methods
It is well known that in a turbulent flow a
laminar/viscous sublayer exists in addition to the
turbulent core. The artificial roughness on heat
transfer surface breaks up the laminar boundary layer
of turbulent flow and makes the flow turbulent
adjacent to the wall. The artificial roughness that
results in the desirable increase in the heat transfer
also results in an undesirable increase in the pressure
drop due to the increased friction; thus, the design of
the flow duct and absorber surface of duct should,
therefore, be executed with the objectives of high
heat transfer rates and low friction losses. It is
therefore desirable that the turbulence must be
created only in the region very close to the heat
transferring surface i.e. in the viscous sub-layer only
where the heat transfer takes place and the core flow
should not be unduly disturbed so as to avoid
excessive friction losses. This can be done by
keeping the height of the roughness elements to be
small in comparison with the duct dimensions.
Different types of ribs are shown in fig. 2-11.

Fig 5 Staggered discrete V-shaped rib roughness

Fig 6 Chamfered rib roughness

Fig 7 V-shaped rib roughness

Fig 2 Transverse wire rib roughness
Fig 8 Transverse wedge shaped rib roughness
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Fig 9 Transverse, inclined, V-up continuous, V-down
continuous,

Fig 10 Chamfered rib-grooved roughness

Fig 11 Inclined continuous rib roughness with gap
Heat transfer enhancement due to rib turbulators is
affected by several parameters such as rib angle-ofattack, channel aspect ratio, rib pitch-to-height ratio,
blockage ratio, and rib shape. Investigations on these
aspects of rib turbulator design have been reported in
[22–31]. In the past, researchers have studied the
flow characteristics of ribbed duct, both,
experimentally and numerically [32–37]. Some
studies focused on the relative arrangement of ribs,
e.g. parallel, staggered, and criss-cross [38–40]. Gao
and Sunden [38] used particle image velocimetry to
reveal the flow characteristics in rectangular channels
with aspect ratio of 1:8. Six different rib
configurations were experimentally investigated,
namely staggered parallel ribs, staggered-single
parallel ribs, inline parallel ribs, crossed ribs, V-ribs
pointing downstream, and pointing upstream. Ekkad
and Han [39] performed a detailed study on heat
transfer characteristics with all rib parallel to each
other in a non-rotating square channel using transient
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liquid crystals technique. Lee et al. [40] used
naphthalene sublimation technique to measure
detailed heat transfer enhancement contours using
heat-mass transfer analogy. They tested continuous V
shaped ribs and discrete V shaped ribs. Several
investigations have been carried out in the past on rib
turbulator as a method of enhancing heat transfer.
In past, several numerical investigations have been
carried out to understand turbulent heat and fluid
flow in rib roughened ducts. Murata and Mochizuki
[41] carried out numerical investigation of laminar
and turbulent heat transfer in a square duct featuring
angled rib turbulators. Lu and Jiang [42] carried out
experimental and numerical study on a rectangular
channel featuring angled rib turbulators. The authors
concluded that the SST k- turbulence model was
more suitable for the prediction of turbulent heat
transfer compared to RNG k-ε model. Al-Qahtani et
al. [43] used Reynolds Stress turbulence model in
conjunction with near-wall second –moment
turbulence closure to study heat transfer in rotating
rectangular channels with rib turbulators. Eiamsa-ard
and Promvonge [44] studied four turbulence models
for prediction of heat transfer in a rectangular duct
featuring grooves. The authors carried out
computations using standard k-ε, RNG k-ε, standard
k, SST k-ω turbulence models and found that the k-ε
model was better than the other turbulence models.
For computations of heat transfer in a square duct
roughened by discrete V-shaped ribs, Promvonge et
al. [45] used RNG k-ε model. Acharya et al. [46]
compared nonlinear and standard k-ε models for
prediction of periodically developed heat and flow
transfer in ribbed duct and concluded that the
nonlinear model predicted realistic Reynolds stresses
in the core flow region than the standard model. Peng
et al. [47] studied different rib shapes numerically
using SST k-ω turbulence model. Sewall and Tafti
[48] carried out Large Eddy Simulations (LES) on a
two-pass rib roughened duct featuring 90° rib
turbulators and demonstrated that LES predicted flow
and heat transfer was very accurate. However, LES
comes at a significant computational cost. In order to
maintain a balance between computational accuracy
and cost, SST k-ω turbulence model was used in the
present study. Further, the choice of the turbulence
model in the present study is based on relative
comparisons of heat transfer predictions by four other
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turbulence models and experimentally obtained heat
transfer data.
III. CONCLUSION
This review is based on the different investigations in
duct flow with rib turbulence promoters. It can be
concluded that there is definite increase in heat
transfer in duct when its surface is roughened.
However, the different investigators find different
values of increment in heat transfer with increase in
friction factor for each experiment. We can see that
the increase in heat transfer is achieved but the
friction factor is also increasing simultaneously. The
various correlations developed for the Nusselt
number and friction factor for the range of
parameters considered will give insight to the
designers and other investigators in their work for
finding out the optimum values. These correlations
and heat transfer values can help the beginners of this
field will help to know about the various geometries
used till now and encourage them for investigating
new roughness elements or even combinations of
already existing elements for their work.
On the basis of the review of the literature and
comparative study, the conclusion can be
summarized as follows:
1. The use of artificial roughness on a surface is an
effective technique to enhance heat transfer to
fluid flowing in the duct. Artificially roughened
duct have enhanced rate of heat transfer as
compared to the smooth solar air heaters under
the same geometric/ operating conditions.
2. It has been found that roughness geometries
being used in solar air heaters are of many types
depending upon shapes, size, arrangement and
orientations of roughness elements on the
absorber plate.
3. There are several parameters that characterize
the roughness elements, but for duct the most
preferred roughness geometry is repeated rib
type, which is described by the dimensionless
parameters viz. relative roughness height (e/D),
relative roughness pitch, (P/e), angle of attack
(α) and channel aspect Ratio (W/H) etc.
4. Transverse rib roughness enhances the heat
transfer coefficient by flow separation and
generation of vortices on the upstream and
downstream of rib and reattachment of flow in
the inter-rib spaces.
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5.

It can be concluded that the use of artificial
roughness results in higher friction and hence
higher pumping power requirements. It is
desirable that design of solar air heater should be
made in such a way that it should transfer
maximum heat energy to the flowing fluid with
minimum consumption of blower energy.
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